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efore I say this, please don’t worry – I know
how lucky I am, but... since I became a military
spouse in 2013 I’ve only had to move once...
and I knew over a year in advance where we were
going, writes Naval wife Jenny Byron.
It seems crazy, but it’s true.
I vividly remember the conversation with Hubby where he told
me one of our options was to move to America.
There was so much to think about but in the end, we knew it
was the best choice for our family. We just weren’t counting on a
global pandemic!
We moved to Pennsylvania in 2018 and we will be moving back
to the UK in August this year, so it has basically been a game of
two halves.
The first part of our time was what we had hoped it would be
– lots of fun adventures and trips to places we had heard about
in the movies… and the second half was much the same as
everyone has experienced: lockdowns and massively restricted
lives in order to keep ourselves and others safe.
The first thing anyone moving overseas should know is that there
will be a huge amount of admin.
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Military families are pretty experienced at moving and it might
seem like a lot under normal circumstances but when you throw
in the complication of moving to another country, it can be
overwhelming.
You have to set up life in a new country where you most likely
have zero credit history and don’t yet have the elusive social
security number that seems to unlock every closed door.
It can feel like a lot to deal with when you first arrive, and it was
a stressful month or so, that’s for sure.
But please, don’t let me put you off – the admin is well worth it!
There are some postings in the US where you might be near lots
of other UK military families, but our posting was just us.
In a lot of ways we liked it – it gave us a push to get out there
and meet people because we didn’t have a ‘patch’ as such.
It did make navigating those confusing admin issues harder,
though, so I decided to do something about that.
I set up a Facebook page called ‘UK to USA Military Spouses’
(search for us to join!) for UK military families who are posted to
the USA.
We have members from all of the Services and it is becoming a
wonderful community even if we aren’t all
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physically close to one another.
Once we got past the admin, we had an
amazing time!
We learned so much about the US and had a lot of ideas about
what Americans are like shattered (and some reinforced!) and
we really came to enjoy American life.
The kids settled in way faster than we could have hoped – and
our daughter quickly adopted an American accent!
We took plenty of trips, mainly around the East Coast, and had
many more planned further afield before COVID got in the
way…
In the USA people will talk about driving for anything up to ten
hours as ‘not far’ – but in a country where it would take you 48
hours of non-stop driving to get from one side to the other, I
guess that isn’t far!
It takes a while to get your head around the scale of the country,
but once you do you realise how many different adventures
there are to have here – oof… the more I’m
writing this the more I
don’t

want to leave!
Of course the biggest drawback is
how far away we are from our friends
and family, and homesickness is real,
especially at the start.
Before the pandemic, we did manage
two trips back to Scotland and we also
had some family and friends come to
visit us here.
Obviously in 2020 that all had to stop.
Although it has been a concern that it
isn’t necessarily as easy as just hopping
on a plane anymore, day-to-day we aren’t
much worse off than everyone in the UK
who has been separated from family for
months on end – thank goodness for video
chat,
that’s all I can say!
Now that we are only a few months from moving back to the
UK, people have been asking us if we are excited about moving
back ‘home’.
All I can say is that it’s bittersweet.
Yes, it will be nice to be in the same time zone as our family, but
we have also made some really wonderful friends here and we
have really felt settled, so we will be very sad to leave.
I think it would be a different story if we were moving back to
Scotland (where all our family live) but we are essentially starting
from scratch again.
I’m just hoping there’s not quite so much admin this
time…

■ I have been blogging about our adventures in the USA
– read them all at www.MilitarySpouseNewHouse.
com or find me on Instagram: @
MilitarySpouseNewHouse
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